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PRIX D’AMERIQUE RACES ZETURF QUALIF #6
FEYDEAU SEVEN, WINNER OF THE FINAL EPISODE

The Qualif#6-Prix de Belgique, the last chance to qualify for the Prix d'Amérique Legend Race
ZEturf, has designated his champion : Jean-Michel Bazire drove his new trainee Feydeau Seven to
victory in the last qualification race of the Prix d'Amérique Races Zeturf.
.

The final curtain will rise soon. The last act of the qualification races for the Prix d'Amérique
Races ZEturf was staged this afternoon, offering the convincing victory of a new comer:
Feydeau Seven, driven, trained and bred by Jean-Michel Bazire. Following his masterly
first place in the Prix de Lille last week, Feydeau Seven has thus achieved a superb leap
forward in his career. After a brilliant 2021 European season, the Prix de Belgique is his first
win in this category. Definitely a successful bet for his mentor in a race where Davidson
du Pont, who was in a position to win, broke into a gallop in the last stretch.
An excellent finisher, Diable de Vauvert, has obtained his best result of the winter season.
He finished an unquestionable second after a dazzling effort in the last meters, thus
qualifying for the Finals as did Rebella Matters with a third place again, as in the Prix
d'Amérique races Qualif#2 Prix du Bourbonnais. Gu d'Héripré, one of the favorites, failed
in his attempt, which is making things difficult for him for the Prix d'Amérique Legend Race
in two weeks' time.

It is worth pointing out that the two champions who won the first qualifications, Face Time
Bourbon, twice winner of the Prix d'Amérique, and Etonnant, did not take part in the last
qualification race.
After this last Qualif, 11 horses are now in a priority position for next Sunday 30 January.

THE RACE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4hLYaUEsxbs
DEBRIEF

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J2FNgYmdYVY
BEST PICTURES

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LS20AoN6lho
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